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how to use clamor in a sentence masterful usage tips Apr 18 2024 clamor is a versatile word that can be used as both a noun

and a verb depending on its context let s delve into the grammatical rules surrounding clamor and explore the different parts of

speech it can take on

clamor english definition examples ludwig Mar 17 2024 definition and high quality example sentences with clamor in context from

reliable sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

clamor in a sentence examples 21 ways to use clamor Feb 16 2024 clamor a term often used to describe a loud and persistent

noise or outcry is a perfect example of how words can command attention through their usage and impact on a sentence when

woven into a sentence clamor can evoke a sense of urgency chaos or even excitement depending on the context

clamor english examples in context ludwig Jan 15 2024 high quality example sentences with clamor in context from reliable

sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

example sentences with clamor collins english sentences Dec 14 2023 all of these developments led the local inhabitants to

clamor for the status of a city

examples of clamor in a sentence yourdictionary com Nov 13 2023 clamor meanings synonyms sentences her instincts were at a

clamor 76 27 the disturbed note in her hushed voice made his instincts clamor 43 23 there is no doubt that the troubled rodman

will clamor for the spotlight just as he did during his tenure on the show 60 41

clamor verb definition pictures pronunciation and usage Oct 12 2023 clamor verb ˈklæmər canadian english also clamour verb

forms intransitive transitive to demand something loudly clamor for something people began to clamor for his resignation clamor

to do something everyone was clamoring to know how much they would get speech play with us the children clamored join us

clamor in a sentence sentence examples by cambridge dictionary Sep 11 2023 examples of clamor in a sentence how to use it

24 examples the deafening clamor that greets the teacher is only a prelude of what will

example sentences with clamor power thesaurus Aug 10 2023 verb he clamored for justice and tolerance noun he ignored the

clamorof the crowd so now we clamorfor organic food sonorous snores cut through the clamorof the gathering the clamoris

unbearable verb the delegates clamored their disappointment the flight and the clamorof the helpless

clamor english examples in context ludwig Jul 09 2023 high quality example sentences with clamor in context from reliable

sources ludwig is the linguistic search engine that helps you to write better in english

clamor definition and meaning collins english dictionary Jun 08 2023 1 a loud outcry uproar 2 a vehement continued expression

of the general feeling or of public opinion loud demand or complaint 3 a loud sustained noise verb intransitive 4 to make a clamor

cry out demand or complain noisily verb transitive 5 to express with or bring about by clamor british ˈclamour similar words noise

clamor definition meaning merriam webster May 07 2023 a noisy shouting a clamor of children at play b a loud continuous noise

the clamor of the waterfall 2 insistent public expression as of support or protest the current clamor about what is wrong with our

schools

clamor or clamour what s the difference sapling Apr 06 2023 clamor and clamour are both english terms clamor is predominantly

used in american us english en us while clamour is predominantly used in british english used in uk au nz en gb in the united

states there is a preference for clamor over clamour 86 to 14

clamber or clammer or clamor which to use sapling Mar 05 2023 clamor noun loud and persistent outcry from many people verb

make loud demands verb utter or proclaim insistently and noisily verb compel someone to do something by insistent clamoring

conjugation clamor conjugate verb clamor reverso Feb 04 2023 conjugate the english verb clamor indicative past tense participle

present perfect gerund conjugation models and irregular verbs translate clamor in context with examples of use and definition

chapter 7 ten words in context flashcards quizlet Jan 03 2023 study with quizlet and memorize flashcards containing terms like

equivocate fortuitous impeccable and more

mary trump s warning about republicans after samuel alito report Dec 02 2022 mary trump speaks on january 20 2023 in new

york city following the report of a photograph of an upside down american flag at supreme court justice samuel alito s home

donald trump s
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